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From the archive, 8 May 1978: Aldo Moro's
farewell letter before execution
Italian prime minister says goodbye to his wife before he is killed
by Red Brigade terrorists

Wed 8 May 2013 02.30 EDT

4 0

"I kiss you for the last time," wrote the former Italian Prime Minister, Mr
Moro, in a farewell letter to his wife on Friday, the day his Red Brigades
kidnappers said they were going ahead with his execution, a Rome
newspaper said yesterday.

"Dear Norina, they have told me that they are going to kill me in a little
while," Mr Moro, 61, told Mrs Eleonora Moro, according to Il Tempo.
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The newspaper report of the letter, which Il Tempo insisted was genuine,
added a new twist to the story of the Moro kidnap - begun 53 days ago.

They said on Friday that they were going ahead and executing a death
sentence passed on him by their "people's court." But they worded their
communique ambiguously and - 48 hours later - no confirmation had arrived
that Mr Moro was dead.

The Government insisted that hope remained that he was still alive. It
viewed the Friday communique as one more ploy in a guerrilla war of nerves
against the State.

Police kept up the hunt for Mr Moro and detained three suspected Left-wing
extremists yesterday in swoops in Rome. A similar operation on Saturday led
to 23 arrests.

II Tempo said the Moro farewell letter was picked up by his daughter Anna
on Friday after a telephone tip-off. Mrs Moro and the couple's four children
are at the family home in Rome, waiting and praying.

Il Tempo said Mr Moro had referred briefly to the Government's refusal to
bargain for his life.

The Government "could have done something if it had wanted to," Mr Moro
was quoted as saying.

The lawyer defending 15 Red Brigades leaders on trial in Turin was reported
yesterday to have failed in attempts to get them to plead for Mr Moro's life.
The 15, facing trial on subversion charges, include the Red Brigades' leader,
Renato Curcio, and three others who are on the list of the 13 prisoners the
kidnappers want released.

The lawyer, Giannino Guiso, said after a three-hour meeting with the
defendants that they did not want to put their signatures to any appeal. The
defendants at the trial in Turin are not believed to have any direct contact
with the kidnappers of Mr Moro, regarded by Italian security forces as "a new
breed of terrorist."

The left-wing Rome newspaper, La Repubblica, said Mr Moro's letter had
caused Mrs Moro to telephone the Italian president, Mr Leone, and implore
him to pardon just one of the 13 named by the kidnappers.

Aldo Moro was kidnapped on 18 March 1978. He was found dead on 9 May.
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In these critical times …
… The Guardian’s US editor John Mulholland urges you to show your
support for independent journalism with a year-end gift to The Guardian.
We are asking our US readers to help us raise $1 million dollars by the new
year to report on the most important stories in 2019.

A note from John:

In normal times we might not be making this appeal. But these are not
normal times. Many of the values and beliefs we hold dear at The Guardian
are under threat both here in the US and around the world. Facts, science,
humanity, diversity and equality are being challenged daily. As is truth.
Which is why we need your help.

Powerful public figures choose lies over truths, prefer supposition over
science; and select hate over humanity. The US administration is foremost
among them; whether in denying climate science or hating on immigrants;
giving succor to racists or targeting journalists and the media. Many of
these untruths and attacks find fertile ground on social media where tech
platforms seem unable to cauterise lies. As a result, fake is in danger of
overriding fact.

Almost 100 years ago, in 1921, the editor of The Guardian argued that the
principal role of a newspaper was accurate reporting, insisting that “facts
are sacred.” We still hold that to be true. The need for a robust,
independent press has never been greater, but the challenge is more
intense than ever as digital disruption threatens traditional media’s
business model. We pride ourselves on not having a paywall because we
believe truth should not come at a price for anyone. Our journalism
remains open and accessible to everyone and with your help we can keep it
that way.

We want to say a huge thank you to everyone who has supported The
Guardian so far. We hope to pass our goal by early January 2019. Every
contribution, big or small, will help us reach it. Please make a year-end gift
today to show your ongoing support for our independent journalism.
Thank you.
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